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We disuss the importane of the real part of the Feynman-Vernon in�uene ation for the analysis

of dephasing and deay near the ground state of a system whih is oupled to a bath. Using

exatly solvable linear quantum dissipative systems, it is shown how the e�ets of the real and

the imaginary part (desribing frition and �utuations, respetively) may anel beyond lowest-

order perturbation theory. The resulting piture is extended to a qualitative disussion of nonlinear

systems and dephasing of degenerate fermions. We explain why dephasing rates will, in general,

ome out �nite at zero temperature if they are dedued from the imaginary part of the ation alone,

a proedure whih is reliable only for highly exited states.

I. INTRODUCTION

The Feynman-Vernon in�uene funtional

1,2

plays a

prominent role in disussions of dephasing that aim to go

beyond a simple master equation approah. In priniple,

the in�uene funtional takes into aount every e�et of

the environment (the �bath�) on the system under onsider-

ation. This inludes heating, dephasing, frition and renor-

malization e�ets (hanging the external potential or the

e�etive mass of a partile). Its popularity arises not only

from the fat that it onstitutes an exat approah, but also

from the diret physial meaning whih it aquires in some

situations. In partiular, this holds for typial interferene

experiments, where two wave pakets desribing a single

partile follow two di�erent trajetories in order to be re-

ombined later on. For suh a ase, the in�uene funtional

is equal to the overlap between the two di�erent bath states

whih result due to the partile moving along either one of

the semilassial trajetories. If the bath an distinguish

between the two paths, it ats as a whih-way detetor, and

the diminished magnitude of the overlap diretly gives the

ensuing derease of the visibility of the interferene pat-

tern. Writing the overlap in the form of an exponential,

exp(iSR � SI), one an obviously onlude that only the

imaginary part SI of the �in�uene ation� is responsible for

this derease and, therefore, SI alone desribes dephasing

in suh a situation. Furthermore, if the system is subjet

to a �utuating external lassial �eld, only SI remains,

while SR vanishes identially. This is beause SI is due

to the �utuations of the bath, while SR stems from the

bak-ation of the bath onto the system (inluding frition

e�ets), whih is absent for an external noise �eld. The ap-

proah of evaluating SI along semilassial trajetories has

been suessfully applied to the alulation of dephasing

rates in many situations

3,4,5

.

However, near the ground state of a system, an analysis

along these lines is likely to fail. Qualitatively, this may

already be dedued from the fat that dropping SR means

replaing the environment by an arti�ial �utuating lassi-

al �eld whose orrelation funtion inludes the zero-point

�utuations of the original quantum bath. Therefore, even

at zero temperature, this �utuating �eld will, in general,

heat the system, whih diretly leads to dephasing. The

role of SR is to ounterat this e�et. In this artile, it is

our aim to display expliitly, in a detailed manner, the ne-

essity of keeping the real part SR of the in�uene ation in

disussions of dephasing and deay near the ground state

of a system.

This issue derives its importane partly from the fat

that the evaluation of SI along semilassial trajetories

has proven to be an e�ient way of extrating dephasing

rates in the problem of weak loalization

3,4

in the limit

of high temperatures, when zero-point �utuations of the

bath may be omitted. In ontrast, at low temperatures,

a single-partile semilassial alulation may beome in-

valid, sine it neglets the Pauli priniple whih is known

to play an important role for the inelasti sattering of ele-

trons and is not inluded in the Feynman-Vernon in�uene

funtional. However, reently an extension of the in�uene

funtional to the ase of a many-fermion system has been

derived, using an exat proedure

6,7,8

and inluding the

Pauli priniple. This permitted a disussion of dephasing

in a disordered metal even for the ase of low tempera-

tures. Following the general strategy of earlier works

9

deal-

ing with the high-temperature ase, the dephasing rate was

dedued from SI in a semilassial alulation and found

to be �nite even at zero temperature. Sine the �orthodox�

theory

3

had predited a vanishing rate in the limit T ! 0,

the new results prompted onsiderable ritiism

10,11,12,13

,

whih mostly emphasized tehnial aspets of impurity av-

eraging or used perturbation theory to arrive at di�erent

onlusions. In the present work, we want to larify some

essential aspets of the roles of SR and SI, using physially

muh more transparent exatly solvable models.

We want to emphasize that �zero-temperature dephas-

ing� as suh is perfetly possible: If one prepares a system

in any superposition of exited states and ouples it to a

bath, it will, in general, deay towards its ground state by

spontaneous emission of energy into the bath (at T = 0).

This will destroy any oherent superposition, thus leading

to dephasing. Considerations of this kind are partiularly

relevant for quantum-information proessing, where one

neessarily deals with nonequilibrium situations involving

exited qubit states of �nite energy. The situation is di�er-

ent for the weak-loalization problem (and similar trans-

port interferene e�ets): There, one is interested in the

zero-frequeny limit of the system's linear response, whih

depends on the oherene properties of arbitrarily low-lying

exited states. It is the subtleties assoiated with a path-

integral desription of these situations whih we want to

http://arxiv.org/abs/cond-mat/0207692v1
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address in this work.

The artile is organized as follows: After a brief review

of the in�uene funtional and its meaning in semilassi-

al situations (se. II), we will rewrite the expressions for

SI and the Golden Rule deay rate, in order to ompare

the two (se. III). In doing so, we will losely follow the

analysis of Cohen and Imry

5,12

. Then, we will show how

and why the e�ets of SR and SI may ompensate eah

other in the derivation of a deay rate starting from the

path integral expression for the time-evolution of the den-

sity matrix (se. IV), even though they annot anel eah

other in the in�uene ation. There, it may be observed

that drawing onlusions about deay diretly from the ex-

ponent iSR � SI of the in�uene funtional is usually not

possible. The ruial anellation takes plae at a later

stage of the alulation, after proper integration over the

�utuations around the lassial paths and after averaging

over the initial state. In order to prove that this ompen-

sation takes plae not only in lowest order perturbation

theory, we will then speialize to exatly solvable linear

dissipative systems, i.e. the damped harmoni osillator

(se. V) and the free partile (se. VI). We will also point

out that there is an important di�erene between the os-

illator and the free partile: Dropping SR has a muh

more drasti e�et on the former, leading to an arti�ial

�nite deay rate of the ground state at zero temperature.

However, in order to disuss the importane of SR for the

alulation of dephasing rates (involving deay of exited

states), we have to extend our analysis to nonlinear models

(se. VII). We will explain in a more qualitative fashion

why the essential insights gained from the exatly solvable

models should remain valid both for the nonlinear models

as well as for systems of degenerate fermions.

II. THE INFLUENCE FUNCTIONAL AND

DEPHASING IN SIMPLE SITUATIONS

We are interested in the time-evolution of the redued

density matrix of a system with oordinate qwhih is ou-

pled to some environment (the bath). If system and bath

had been unoupled prior to t= 0, then the density matrix

at a later time t is linearly related to that at time 0:

�(q
>
t ;q

<
t ;t)=

Z

dq
>
0 dq

<
0 J(q

>
t ;q

<
t jq

>
0 ;q

<
0 ;t)�(q

>
0 ;q

<
0 ;0):

(1)

The propagator J on the right-hand-side of this equation

is given by

J =

ZZ

D q
>
D q

<
exp

�
i(S

>
0 � S

<
0 )
�
exp[iSR � SI]: (2)

Here we have set �h � 1 and introdued an abbrevi-

ated notation: The path integral extends over all �forward�

paths q> (� )running from the given value of q>
0
to q>t , like-

wise for the �bakward� paths q< (� ). The value of the a-

tion of the unoupled system, evaluated along q> (< )(� );is

denoted by S
> (< )

0
. The seond exponential in Eq. (2) is

the Feynman-Vernon in�uene funtional

1,2

. Both SR and

SI are real-valued funtionals that depend on both paths

simultaneously. The in�uene funtional is the overlap of

bath states whih have time-evolved out of the initial bath

state �0 under the ation of either q> (� )or q< (� ):

e
iSR �S I �



�[q

<
(� )]j�[q> (� )]

�
: (3)

At zero temperature, the state �0 is the ground state of

the unperturbed bath, while at �nite temperatures an addi-

tional thermal average over �0 has to be performed. From

this representation, it follows

1,2

that SR hanges sign on

interhanging q> and q< while SI always remains nonneg-

ative - the magnitude of the overlap an only be dereased

ompared with its initial value of one.

The meaning of SR and SI beomes partiularly trans-

parent for an interferene setup, where two wave pakets

	 > and 	 < travel along two di�erent paths q>
cl
(� ) and

q<
cl
(� ). We want to assume a situation whih an be de-

sribed semilassially, i.e. the wave-length is supposed to

be muh smaller than the size of a wave paket and this

again is muh smaller than the typial separation between

the paths and the typial dimensions over whih the exter-

nal potential hanges. Then, it su�es to evaluate SR and

SI just for the ombination of these two paths, sine the

�utuations around them are omparatively unimportant.

The environment will a�et the interferene pattern on the

sreen mainly by hanging the interferene term

4

:

�(x;x;t) � j	> (x;t)j
2
+ j	 < (x;t)j

2
+

2Re
�
	 > (x;t)	

�

< (x;t)e
iSR �S I

�
: (4)

In this equation, 	 > (< )(x;t) are assumed to represent

the unperturbed time-evolution of the wave pakets. To a

�rst approximation, SR ;I do not enter the �lassial� terms

in the �rst line of Eq. (4), sine SR ;I[q
>
cl
;q>

cl
]= 0. De-

viations from this �rst approximation stem from the in-

tegration over �utuations away from q
> (< )

cl
and desribe,

for example, mass- and potential renormalization as well as

slowing-down of the wave paket due to frition. Obviously,

SI � SI[q
>
cl
;q<

cl
]determines diretly the derease in visibil-

ity of the interferene pattern while SR � SR [q
>
cl
;q<

cl
]only

gives a phase-shift. Averaging the interferene pattern over

di�erent on�gurations of the external potential (appropri-

ate for impurity averaging in mesosopi samples) may fur-

ther derease the visibility. However, if the two paths are

time-reversed opies of eah other (as is the ase in disus-

sions of weak-loalization

3,4

), the phase di�erene between

	 > and 	 < vanishes in a time-reversal invariant situation,

so that the impurity-average over the orresponding phase

fator does not lead to a suppression in the situation with-

out the bath. On the other hand, the average over exp(iSR )

will, in general, derease further the magnitude of the in-

terferene term

14

. In any ase, given the simple physial

piture presented here, one would not expet SI and SR to

be able to anel eah other's e�ets, sine they represent,

respetively, the real and imaginary part of an exponent.
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For the speial ase of a fore F̂ deriving from a bath of

harmoni osillators (linear bath), with vanishing averageD

F̂

E

= 0 and a linear interation V̂ = � q̂̂F , we have:

SI =

Z t

0

dt1

Z t1

0

dt2
�
q
>
1 � q

<
1

�
Re

D

F̂1F̂2

E �
q
>
2 � q

<
2

�
(5)

SR = �

Z t

0

dt1

Z t1

0

dt2
�
q
>
1 � q

<
1

�
Im

D

F̂1F̂2

E �
q
>
2 + q

<
2

�
(6)

Here we have used the notation q>
1
� q> (t1). The an-

gular brakets denote averaging over the equilibrium state

of the unperturbed bath. SI only depends on the sym-

metrized part of the bath orrelator Re

D

F̂ (� )̂F (0)

E

=
Dn

F̂ (�);̂F (0)

oE

=2, whih beomes the lassial orrela-

tor hF (�)F (0)i for the ase of lassial Gaussian random

noise. In the latter ase, SR vanishes and the in�uene

funtional exp(� SI) is simply the lassial average of the

phase fator

exp

�

i

Z t

0

(q
<
(�)� q

>
(�))F (�)d�

�

: (7)

If one drops SR in a dephasing alulation (noting that

it does not enter dephasing in semilassial situations suh

as those that an be desribed by Eq. (4)), one e�etively

replaes the quantum bath by a lassial �utuating fore

whose orrelator is determined by the symmetrized part

of the quantum orrelator. This ontains the zero-point

�utuations, sine

Dn

Q̂ (�);̂Q (0)

oE

/

(2n(!)+ 1)cos(!�)= coth(!=2T)cos(!�) (8)

for the oordinate Q̂ of a single bath osillator of frequeny

!, with n(!)being the Bose distribution funtion that van-

ishes at T = 0.

Although replaing the quantum bath by a lassial noise

fore seems to be a drasti step, it an lead to orret pre-

ditions for the dephasing rate in semilassial situations

suh as the one disussed above, even at zero tempera-

ture. It is instrutive to observe how this omes about

in an exatly solvable model. A partiularly simple situ-

ation is the one analyzed by Caldeira and Leggett

15

(see

also Ref. 16). They onsidered a damped quantum har-

moni osillator, where the initial state onsisted of a su-

perposition of Gaussian wavepakets, one entered at the

origin, the other at a distane z. In the ourse of time,

the displaed wavepaket osillates bak and forth in the

osillator potential well. Whenever the pakets overlap, an

interferene pattern results (due to the di�erene in the re-

spetive momenta). The environment leads both to damp-

ing and dephasing, where the latter typially proeeds at

a muh faster rate. For our purposes, we are interested

in the limit of small damping, where, to a �rst approxi-

mation, the enter-of-mass motion of the wave pakets is

not appreiably altered by frition in the period of the os-

illation. In this ase, it turns out that, indeed, the re-

sult predited by the approximation Eq. (4) for the at-

tenuation of the interferene pattern is orret. This an

be seen in Ref. 15 by taking the limit of weak damping

( ! 0;! ! !R ) in their exat result for the exponent of

the attenuation fator (see Eq. (2.13) of Ref. 15) and om-

paring this to SI (see Eq. (5)), whih is to be evaluated for

the pair of lassial paths followed by the two wave pakets,

q>
cl
(t)= z cos(!t)and q<

cl
(t)� 0. In terms of the quantity

C00 listed in appendix A of the present work, both results

may be obtained by multiplying C00 by sin(~!t)
2
and setting

 = 0;~! = !. In addition, in order to obtain SI[q
>
cl
;q<

cl
],

the fators sin(!(t� t1)) and sin(!(t� t2))must be re-

plaed by cos(!t1)and cos(!t2). The results obviously o-

inide for the points in time when the wave-pakets meet

(!t= �=2+ n�). We emphasize that the orrespondene to

the semilassial result holds only for a situation far away

from the ground state of the system, where at least one

of the wave pakets is in a superposition of highly exited

osillator states.

At zero bath temperature, the dephasing is purely due

to spontaneous emission, as pointed out in the disussion

of Ref. 15. Energy is transferred from the osillating wave-

paket into the bath and the system relaxes towards lower-

energy states. The dephasing rate is proportional to the

total rate �out at whih the system leaves a given en-

ergy level

15

. Of ourse, this rate may be obtained using

the Golden Rule (i.e. a master equation desription) only

for weak oupling, but the qualitative piture seems to be

general

15

. In the orret desription of the physial situa-

tion onsidered here, the rate �out is given entirely by the

rate of spontaneous emission, �emsp . However, if SR is ne-

gleted, then SI desribes a lassial noise fore (equivalent

to the zero-point �utuations of the bath at T = 0) and

there will be both indued emission and absorption, pro-

eeding at equal rates �emind = �absind. Therefore, the system

is also exited by the bath in that approximation. Never-

theless, we have pointed out above that the total dephasing

rate omes out right. The reason is the following: The rate

�out is the same in both ases, beause the rate of spon-

taneous emission in the orret desription is exatly twie

that of indued emission in the approximation:

�out = �
em
sp � �

em
ind + �

abs
ind : (9)

At this point, it is easy to see the physial reason why suh

an approximation may fail near the ground state of the

system. Then, the transitions downwards in energy may

be bloked, whih ompletely suppresses �emsp , but not �
abs
ind

.

We will make this argument more preise in the following

setions.

III. DECAY RATES FROM SI AND GOLDEN

RULE: DEPENDENCE ON THE SPECTRA OF

BATH AND SYSTEM MOTION

The growth of SI with time depends on the spetral den-

sity of the bath �utuations at frequenies whih appear in
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the system's motion. Formally, this an be seen by intro-

duing the spetrum of the system motion related to the

given pair of paths q> (< ) (following the ideas of Refs. 5,12):

P (!;s) �
1

2�

Z + 1

�1

d� e
i!�

(q
>
(s+

�

2
)� q

<
(s+

�

2
))

� (q
>
(s�

�

2
)� q

<
(s�

�

2
)) (10)

Here, s � (t1 + t2)=2 and � � t1 � t2 are sum and dif-

ferene times. Therefore, P is the Fourier transform with

respet to � of the q-dependent terms in SI (Eq. (5)). We

take q> (< )(t0)to be zero whenever t0 falls outside the range

[0;t].

Furthermore, we de�ne hF F i
!

to be the Fourier-

transform of the symmetrized orrelator of F̂ ,

hF F i
!
�

1

4�

Z + 1

�1

d� e
i!�

Dn

F̂ (�);̂F (0)

oE

; (11)

so it is real and symmetri in frequeny. The same holds

for the system spetrum P (!;s).

Using this, SI an be expressed in the following way:

SI = �

Z t

0

ds

Z + 1

�1

d! hF F i
!
P (� !;s): (12)

If the dependene of P on s is not essential, then SI
grows linearly with time t, at a rate given by the �overlap

of bath and system spetra�. Similar expressions an be

derived for a spatially inhomogeneous �utuating fore

5,12

,

leading to an additional k-dependene.

Applying this kind of reasoning to a single eletron mov-

ing in a dirty metal

5

, the system motion is found to ontain

frequenies up to (at least) 1=�el, suh that the growth of SI

with time depends on the bath-spetrum up to this uto�,

inluding the zero-point �utuations of the orresponding

high-frequeny bath modes (whih beome important at

low temperatures). As explained above (se. II), the de-

sription of dephasing in terms of SI alone may be trusted

in a semilassial situation, where the eletron is in a highly

exited state. This holds even at zero temperature, when

the qualitative physial piture is essentially the same as

in the model of osillating wave pakets due to Caldeira

and Leggett, disussed above: Dephasing is due to sponta-

neous emission of energy into the bath. The ontribution of

frequenies up to 1=�el then implies that the spontaneous

emission (and the resulting dephasing) is failitated by the

impurity sattering. The physis behind this is well-known

in another ontext: In quantum eletrodynamis, the emit-

ted radiation would be alled �bremsstrahlung�, sine it is

the sattering o� an external potential that indues the

eletron to emit radiation.

On the other hand, one an express in a similar manner

deay rates from a simple Golden Rule alulation

12

. For

the deay of an initial state jii , we have

�i = 2�

Z

d!

D

F̂ F̂

E

!
ĥqq̂i

(i)

�!
: (13)

Here

D

F̂ F̂

E

!
and ĥqq̂i

(i)

�!
are the Fourier transforms of

the unsymmetrized orrelators of F̂ and q̂, taken in the

equilibrium state of the bath or the initial state of the

system, respetively:

D

F̂ F̂

E

!
�

1

2�

Z

d� e
i!�

D

F̂ (� )̂F (0)

E

ĥqq̂i
(i)

!
�

1

2�

Z

d� e
i!� hijq̂(� )̂q(0)jii (14)

The important point to notie is that, near the ground

state of the system, the quantum orrelator ĥqq̂i
(i)

!
is very

asymmetri in frequeny spae, as the system an mostly

be exited only (! > 0). At low temperatures, the same

holds for the bath. Thus, the deay rate (13), ontain-

ing the produt of orrelators evaluated at ! and � !, is

very muh suppressed below the value that it would aquire

if either the bath-orrelator or the system-orrelator were

symmetrized (beoming symmetri both in time and fre-

queny). Sine dropping SR is equivalent to symmetrizing

the bath orrelator and, furthermore, semilassial alula-

tions give a symmetri spetrum P (!;s)of the system mo-

tion as well, it beomes lear why there are situations when

the deay rate, as dedued from SI, is �nite at low tem-

peratures, while the Golden-rule deay rate vanishes. The

question then arises whether any proedure that amounts

to symmetrization of the orrelators, thus leading to dras-

tially wrong results for Golden Rule deay rates at zero

temperature, may be justi�ed to disuss dephasing using

a path-integral approah. Observations suh as this have

led Cohen and Imry to onlude that, in their semilas-

sial analysis of eletron dephasing inside a metal

12

, the

ontribution of the bath's zero-point �utuations to the

dephasing rate should be dropped. Their argument was

not a mathematial proof, but rather drawn from physi-

al intuition and analogies. In the following setions, we

try to eluidate the importane of SR in desriptions of

dephasing and deay near the ground state of a system,

demonstrating exatly how a anellation between SR and

SI may arise.

IV. CANCELLATION OF SR AND SI IN

LOWEST-ORDER PERTURBATION THEORY

We onsider a system whih is in its ground state at t= 0

before being oupled to a linear bath. From the Golden

Rule, we expet there to be no �nite deay-rate for the

ground state at zero-temperature. It is well-known

2

how

to derive a master equation from the in�uene funtional,

by expanding it to lowest order in the exponent, iSR � SI.

We display that alulation here in order to point out where

and how SR and SI do anel. The time-evolution of the

probability to �nd the system in its unperturbed ground

state is:

P0(t)� h	0j�̂(t)j	0i
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=

Z

dq
>
t dq

<
t �0(q

<
t ;q

>
t )�(q

>
t ;q

<
t ;t)

=

Z

D q
>
D q

<
�0(q

<
t ;q

>
t )e

i(S
>

0
�S

<

0
)+ iSR �S I�0(q

>
0 ;q

<
0 )

� 1+

Z

D q
>
D q

<
e
i(S

>

0
�S

<

0
)
�0(q

<
t ;q

>
t )

� (iSR � SI)�0(q
>
0 ;q

<
0 ): (15)

Here �0 is the density matrix of the unperturbed ground

state, and the path integration also inludes integrals over

the initial and �nal oordinates. Now one an insert the

expressions for SR and SI from Eq. (6). The integration

over the trajetories and the endpoints produes the (un-

symmetrized) orrelators of the system oordinate, suh as

(for t1 > t2):

Z

D q
>
e
iS

>

0 	
�

0(q
>
t )q

>
(t1)q

>
(t2)	 0(q

>
0 )=

h	 0jq̂(t1)̂q(t2)j	 0ie
�iE 0t: (16)

Evidently, both the unperturbed ation S0 and the inte-

grations involving the state 	 0 are essential for obtaining

the orret orrelator. In the long-time limit, we obtain the

deay rate whih also follows from the Golden Rule (13):

P0(t)� 1�

Z t

0

dt1

Z t1

0

dt2 2Re

hD

F̂ (t1)F̂ (t2)

E

h	 0 ĵq(t1)̂q(t2)j	 0i

i

� 1� �0t: (17)

Only the term growing linearly in time has been retained

at the end of this equation.

Note that, of ourse, there will always be a small redu-

tion in the probability of �nding the unperturbed ground

state after swithing on the interation, sine the ground

state of the oupled system ontains ontributions from

other system states as well. This point has been disussed

in more detail reently for the ase of the damped harmoni

osillator

17

. It does not ontribute to �0 whih desribes

the deay linear in time.

We emphasize that the deay of P0(t) is not governed by

SI alone: If SR were dropped, then only the (real-valued)

symmetrized version of the bath orrelator would appear

in Eq. (17). In that ase, the deay rate would only depend

on the (real-valued) symmetri part of the system orrela-

tor as well. Therefore, a �nite deay rate of the ground

state would result even at zero temperature, where really

there would have been none. The physial reason is the

heating introdued by the lassial noise �eld, whose or-

relator ontains the zero-point �utuations of the original

quantum bath, as we have disussed before.

On a formal level, we may argue that the deay of

the density matrix is not governed by SI alone sine the

�weighting fator� that is used when �averaging� over many

paths ontains the phase fator exp(i(S>
0
� S<

0
)). There-

fore, suh an average is not the same as a lassial aver-

age, for whih the deay ould not be overestimated by

dropping SR , sine then we ould use jhexp(iSR � SI)ij�

hexp(� SI)i. Furthermore, the integration over the density

matrix of the initial state is obviously essential, as it is

needed to produe the orret form of the system orrela-

tor. Both fats mean that it would be premature to draw

any onlusions about dephasing and deay at an early

stage of the alulation, by merely looking at the in�uene

ation.

V. EXACTLY SOLVABLE LINEAR SYSTEMS:

�CANCELLATION TO ALL ORDERS� FOR THE

DAMPED OSCILLATOR

In order to show how SR and SI an anel also be-

yond lowest-order perturbation theory, we will now turn

to linear quantum dissipative systems. Although the ex-

at solutions for the damped harmoni osillator and the

free partile have been well-known for a long time

18

, we

will review the essential steps in the derivation, pointing

out where SR and SI do enter. We will �rst turn to the

osillator, for whih the Golden Rule result suggests that

one would obtain an arti�ial deay of the ground state at

zero temperature if SR were negleted. For simpliity, our

disussion is restrited to T = 0, sine that is the limit

where these e�ets show up most learly.

For any linear system whih is linearly oupled to a

bath of osillators, the propagator J for the density matrix

(Eq. (2)) an be evaluated exatly, sine the integration

over system paths is Gaussian. In fat, J is found to be

given by the �semilassial� result, i.e. an exponential on-

taining the ation along stationary paths, multiplied by a

prefator whih does not ontain the endpoints of the paths

(a speialty of linear systems):

J(q
>
t ;q

<
t jq

>
0 ;q

<
0 ;t)=

1

N (t)
e
iS[q

>

cl
;q

<

cl
]
; (18)

with S = S>
0
+ S<

0
+ SR + iSI. The paths q

> (< )

cl
make

the full ation stationary,

�S

�q>
cl

=
�S

�q<
cl

= 0; (19)

and ful�ll boundary onditions of the form q>
cl
(0)= q>

0
.

The prefator N (t) an be obtained most easily from the

ondition for normalization of the density matrix,
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Z

dqtJ(qt;qtjq0;q0;t)= 1: (20)

N (t)is found to be independent of SI, but it does depend

on SR (see, for example, the general proof in app. E of

Ref. 7).

In the following, we will turn to the speial ase of the

Ohmi bath, whih leads to a veloity-proportional fri-

tion fore and has a power spetrum rising linearly at low

frequenies (for T = 0):

hF F i
!
=
�j!j

2�
: (21)

We will argue below that, in the ase of the damped

harmoni osillator, no essential qualitative result will be

hanged by using other bath spetra, unless these have an

exitation gap exeeding the osillator frequeny.

As usual, we introdue the enter-of-mass oordinate

R(�) � (q> (�)+ q< (�))=2 and the di�erene oordinate

r(�)� q> (�)� q< (�) in order to write down the equations

obtained from (19), for the ase of the Ohmi bath:

d2r

d�2
� 

dr

d�
+ !

2

0r = 0 (22)

d2R

d�2
+ 

dR

d�
+ !

2

0R = � i

Z t

0

d�
0
Re

D

F̂ (� )̂F (�
0
)

E

r(�
0
)(23)

Here  � �=m is the damping rate and !0 is the

unperturbed frequeny of the osillator. Note that the

seond equation leads to a omplex-valued solution R(� ).

It is also possible to formulate the alulation slightly

di�erently

18,19

, by using stationary solutions with respet

to the real part of S only. In any ase, inserting the so-

lutions R (� Rcl) and r (� rcl) into the ation S shows

that the imaginary part of the ation Scl � S[q>
cl
;q<

cl
] is

determined diretly only by SI. As expeted, Scl turns out

to be a bilinear expression in the endpoints R t;R 0;rt;r0:

ReScl = S
>
0 + S

<
0 + SR =

R trtLtt+ R tr0Lt0 + R 0rtL0t+ R 0r0L00(24)

Im Scl = SI = r
2

0C00 + 2r0rtC0t+ r
2

tCtt: (25)

All the oe�ients are real-valued funtions of time. For

our purposes, it is su�ient to know that the entries of

the matrix L are independent of SI (while they do depend

on the damping  from SR ). In ontrast, the entries of C

depend both on SI and SR . The dependene on SR arises

only beause the path r, whih is inserted into Eq. (5),

is a�eted by the frition desribed by SR ;see Eq. (22).

The entries of C are proportional to the strength of the

bath �utuations (i.e. the magnitude of hF F i
!
). Expliit

expressions for all of these oe�ients

20

an be found in

Ref. 18 (f. their setion 6). For referene, the quanti-

ties used in the following disussion have been listed in

appendix A.

At this point, evaluation of the oe�ients for Im Scl
shows that they will grow in time beyond all bounds, re-

gardless of whether the path r is alulated by taking into

aount SR or negleting it (setting  = 0 in Eq. (22)).

However, no onlusion about dephasing and deay an be

drawn from this, sine the foregoing disussions lead us to

expet that any potential anellation between SR and SI
will take plae only after proper integration over the initial

density matrix. This an be dedued from the derivation of

the Golden Rule deay rate given in the preeding setion.

It is also very reasonable that SI grows without bounds for

any semilassial path r(� ), sine all paths ontribute more

or less to the time-evolution of all eigenstates, and deay

of exited states is perfetly orret in the model of the

damped harmoni osillator.

The initial ground state density matrix has the form

�0(q
>
0 ;q

<
0 )/ exp

�
� (q

> 2
0 + q

< 2
0 )=(4



q̂
2
�

0
)
�

= exp
�
� (R

2

0 + r
2

0=4)=(2


q̂
2
�

0
)
�
; (26)

with



q̂2
�

0
= 1=(2m !0)as the square of the ground state

width. After performing the Gaussian integrals over R 0

and r0, whih are needed to evaluate Eq. (1), we obtain

the �nal result for the density matrix �(q>t ;q
<
t ;t)at a time

tafter swithing on the interation with the bath. It has

the general form

1

~N (t)
exp

�
� (aR

2

t + bR trt+ cr
2

t)
�
: (27)

In partiular, the prefator of R 2
t gives the width of the

probability distribution at time t,



q̂
2
(t)
�
= (2a)

�1
: (28)

Let us now look at the behaviour of the width in order to

analyze the e�et of dropping SR in the alulation. The

expression for



q̂2(t)

�
has been derived already by Caldeira

and Leggett

18

(f. their Eq. 6.34):



q̂
2
(t)
�
=
�
2C00 + m !0=2+ L

2

00=(2m !0)
�
=L

2

t0 : (29)

This expression learly ontains quantities both from the

imaginary part (C00) and from the real part (L00;Lt0) of

the ation. Formally speaking, real and imaginary parts

have beome intermixed when integrating over R 0, due to

quadrati ompletion of the expression iR 0(rtL0t+ r0L00)�

m !0R
2
0 in the exponent (the former term is from Eq. (24),

while the latter term is from the initial density matrix, Eq.

(26)). Physially, this result is to be expeted, sine the

growth of the width of the probability distribution will be

governed by the balane between the bath �utuations (SI)

and the frition (SR ).

The omplete time-evolution of



q̂2(t)

�
after swithing

on the interation at t = 0 is displayed in Fig. 1. This

inludes ases where the value of the damping onstant 
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has been arti�ially set to zero or to other values di�erent

from that presribed by the �utuation-dissipation theorem

(FDT), whih onnets  to the strength of the bath �u-

tuations desribed by hF F i
!
(see Eq. (21) for the ase of

T = 0). If SR is negleted ompletely (no frition,  = 0),

heating takes plae, ausing the variane to grow linearly in

time, at a rate given by the Golden Rule expression involv-

ing the symmetrized bath orrelator. Formally, the growth

of C00 with time annot be ompensated in that ase, sine

L00 and Lt0 aquire their original unperturbed values. For

small  > 0, the width saturates at a value muh larger

than that of the ground state. On the other hand, if the

frition is too strong, the width saturates at a value below

that of the ground state, and the Heisenberg unertainty

relation is violated (sine



p̂2
�
also shrinks). This point

is disussed in the book of Milonni

21

in the ontext of an

atom interating with the vauum eletromagneti �eld. If,

however,  has the orret value presribed by the FDT,

q̂2
�
hanges only slightly from its unperturbed value.

In fat, for a linear system like the quantum harmoni

osillator, its behaviour under the ation of the linear bath

an be desribed and understood entirely using a lassial

piture

22

. The reason for this is as follows: one starts out

with an initial state for system and bath that has a pos-

itive de�nite Gaussian Wigner-density, whih an be in-

terpreted diretly as a lassial phase spae density whose

time-evolution then orresponds one-to-one to the evolu-

tion of the Wigner-density (see appendix B). Thus, the

quantum dissipative dynamis may be desribed by a las-

sial Langevin equation inluding frition and a �utuating

driving fore:

d2q

dt2
+ 

dq

dt
+ !

2

0q=
1

m
F (t): (30)

In this equation, the damping term inorporates the ef-

fets of SR . It ounterats the �utuations of F (� ) that

are desribed by SI in the path-integral piture and whose

orrelation funtion is, therefore, given by the symmetrized

part of the bath orrelator.

The behaviour of the width has been disussed above

using the in�uene funtional, but it an be understood

more easily in this piture. We an use the suseptibility

of the damped osillator to �nd its response to the fore

�utuations F , whih, at zero temperature, are entirely due

to the zero-point �utuations. In partiular, for the limit

t! 1 , we obtain



q̂
2
(t)
�
!

Z + 1

�1

d! j�(!)j
2
hF F i

!
; (31)

where

�(!)=
1=m

!2
0
� !2 � i!

(32)

is the suseptibility of the damped osillator, and hF F i
!
is

the symmetrized power spetrum (see Eq. (21)). For the

0 10 20 30

t

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

σ2
(t

)/
σ 0

2

Figure 1: The variane �
2
(t) �



q̂
2
(t)
�
of the probability

density �(q;q;t) for the damped harmoni osillator, plotted

in units of the unperturbed ground state variane �
2

0 , as a

funtion of time t for the following frition strengths (top to

bottom): =(2� hF F i
! = 1

)= 0;0:5;1;2 (other parameters are

m = !0 = 1). A ratio of 1 orresponds to the orret value pre-

sribed by the FDT, while  = 0means SR has been negleted

ompletely, suh that �
2
(t)grows without bound. The dashed

lines give the limit for t! 1 (see Eq. (31)).

orret equilibrium state (obtained by fully keeping SR and

SI), the width at t! 1 an also be found by applying the

FDT to the osillator oordinate (f. Eq. 6.37 of Ref. 18).

In ontrast, the e�et of dropping SR is obtained by letting

 ! 0 in Eq. (30), while hF F i
!
is kept �xed.

The example of the damped harmoni osillator demon-

strates that the proper behaviour near the ground state of

the system annot be observed at the early stages of the

alulation, by looking at the ation evaluated along las-

sial paths (Eqs. (24), (25)), regardless of whether these

paths properly inlude the damping or not. Only after

orret integration over the initial state density matrix the

ontributions from SR and SI an ompensate eah other

(in Eq. (29)), suh that no arti�ial �nite deay rate of the

ground state results, if SR is kept.

VI. POWER-LAW BEHAVIOUR IN QUANTUM

BROWNIAN MOTION

We now turn to a disussion of the free partile, i.e.

the Caldeira-Leggett model of quantum Brownian motion.

There, the reasoning is the same as before in priniple:

Negleting SR means that the zero-point �utuations of the

bath ontained in SI may heat up the partile. However,

there is an important di�erene: The spetrum of the free

motion does not ontain any resonane peak, unlike that of
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the harmoni osillator. Therefore, only the low-frequeny

omponents (! ! 0) of the bath spetrum will ontribute

to heating and deay (ompare Eq. (12)), whih results

in a peuliar long-time behaviour

18,19,23

that annot be

aptured using the Golden Rule, as has been emphasized

in Ref. 7.

One an observe the distintion between osillator and

free partile most easily in the piture of the lassial

Langevin equation (30) introdued above. In appendix B,

it is shown how the density matrix propagator J may be ob-

tained in general via the time-evolution of the Wigner den-

sity. This approah is physially more transparent than the

path-integral alulation. For the purposes of our present

disussion, however, it will su�e to onsider the time-

evolution of the diagonal elements of the density matrix in

momentum spae. These have also been analyzed in Ref. 7,

in order to demonstrate the failure of the Golden Rule al-

ulation to desribe the deay of the original ground state

at zero temperature. We will on�rm and explain the out-

ome of this analysis using a simple argument based on the

Langevin equation (30). Then we will point out the role of

SR and desribe the important di�erene to the damped

osillator.

If the partile has momentum p0 at time 0, its momen-

tum p at time twill be determined by the �utuating fore

F (� ) in the following way (by solving Eq. (30) for !0 = 0):

p= p0e
�t

+

Z t

0

dse
�(t�s)

F (s): (33)

Sine F (� )is a Gaussian random proess, the probability

density of �nding a momentum p at time t is a Gaussian,

of variane



�p

2
�
�

Z t

0

ds1

Z t

0

ds2e
�(2t�s 1�s 2)hF (s1)F (s2)i: (34)

The behaviour of



�p2

�
as a funtion of time is as follows

(at T = 0): As long as t� 1= , frition is unimportant and

it is the double time-integral over the orrelator of F whih

is to be evaluated. For the Ohmi bath onsidered here,

the power spetrum is relatively strong at low frequenies

(rising linearly with !, see Eq. (21)). This leads to a

slow deay in time, hF (t)F (0)i/ 1=t2, whih results in a

logarithmi growth of



�p2

�
,



�p

2
�
� 2

�

�
ln(!ct): (35)

Here !c is the uto� frequeny of the bath spetrum and

we have assumed !ct� 1. It is this logarithmi behaviour

whih annot be obtained using the Golden Rule approx-

imation, to be disussed below. At later times, t� 1= ,

the growth saturates at a onstant value,



�p

2
�
!

�

�
ln(!c=): (36)

The perturbation expansion in the oupling between sys-

tem and bath an be arried out by expanding the in�uene

ation in the propagator J (Eq. (2)) in powers of iSR � SI
(see Eq. (15) in the present artile or Eq. (E13) of Ref.

7). We want to disuss the time-evolution of the diagonal

elements �pp(t)of the density matrix in momentum spae.

The evolution starts from the equilibrium density matrix,

whih is a Gaussian momentum distribution of variane

p20

�
= m T (the following formulas will be analyzed for

arbitrary T ). After a time t, the density matrix is still a

Gaussian, but of variane (ompare Eq. (33)):



p
2
�
=


p
2

0

�
e
�2t

+


�p

2
�
: (37)

From this we an easily derive the result for ��
(1)
pp (t)

whih ould alternatively be obtained by �rst expanding

J to �rst order in iSR � SI, going over to the momentum

representation and �nally integrating over the initial den-

sity matrix (as was done in Ref. 7; see Eq. (E18), whih

is, however, still written in terms of matrix elements of the

oordinate operator):

�pp(t)=
1

p
2� hp2i

exp

�

�
p2

2hp2i

�

� �pp(0)� (1+



p2
�
�


p20

�

2hp2
0
i

�
p2

hp2
0
i
� 1

�

+ � � � ):(38)

In evaluating



p2
�
, only the terms up to �rst order in

 and hF F i
!
must be kept for the purposes of this ex-

pansion. At �nite temperature T , the behaviour of



p2
�

at long times t� 1=T is governed by the linear derease

stemming from



p20

�
e�2t �



p20

�
(1� 2t)and the linear

inrease from



�p2

�
� 2�Tt. If the initial density matrix

really desribes the equilibrium distribution, then detailed

balane holds and these terms anel. For times t� 1=T

(or arbitrary times at T = 0), the time-evolution of



p2
�

is governed by



�p2

�
, evaluated for the orrelator hF F i

!

taken at T = 0 (whih only ontains the zero-point �utua-

tions of the bath). For onsisteny of the expansion,



�p2

�

in Eq. (34) has to be evaluated by setting  = 0. There-

fore, only the disussion given above for times t � 1=

turns out to be relevant. The logarithmi growth of



�p2

�

given in Eq. (35) orresponds to a power-law behaviour of

the (exat) time-evolution of �pp(t) for t� 1= . This log-

arithm, that appears in the perturbation expansion (38),

is �overlooked� in the Golden Rule approximation, where

only terms growing linearly with time are kept. Therefore,

the Golden Rule rate turns out to vanish

7

. These power-

laws are harateristi of the density matrix propagator

J of quantum Brownian motion at zero temperature (see

appendix B).

On the other hand, the e�et of negleting SR may be

analyzed by setting the frition onstant  to zero in Eq.

(34). Then, the spread



�p2

�
of the momentum distribu-

tion grows without bounds, whih is obviously not the or-

ret physial behaviour. It is qualitatively similar to the

heating produed in the damped osillator model. How-

ever, sine the growth proeeds only logarithmially in

time, the artefats of this approximation, when applied
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to the free partile, are not nearly as drasti as the �nite

deay rate of the ground state observed for the osillator.

In partiular, within perturbation theory, no qualitative

hange is obtained by dropping SR for the free partile (no

�nite deay rate is produed).

Furthermore, if we had onsidered a super-Ohmi bath

(e.g. due to phonons), whose spetrum deays faster than

!1 for ! ! 0, the growth of



p2
�
would saturate even

without frition (as it should, sine there is no veloity-

dependent frition for suh a bath). In ontrast, the be-

haviour of the harmoni osillator disussed above would

remain qualitatively the same as for the Ohmi bath, sine

its deay depends on the bath spetrum at the resonane

frequeny of the osillator and is not a�eted in any essen-

tial way by the details of the spetrum at low frequenies.

This is onsistent with the fat that in the osillator ase

already the Golden Rule is su�ient to obtain an essen-

tially orret piture of the arti�ial deay produed by

dropping SR , while, for quantum Brownian motion, it fails

to desribe the subtle power-laws assoiated with the low-

frequeny (long-time) properties of the Ohmi bath at zero

temperature.

The di�erene between osillator and free partile also

shows up learly in the behaviour of the imaginary part of

the in�uene ation: For the free partile, SI always grows

only logarithmially with time t (at T = 0), independent

of whether one keeps SR or sets it to zero (i.e.  � 0 in

the equations of motion). This an be derived from the

formulas given in appendix B or those of Ref. 7, Appendix

E (or Ref. 18, setion 6, with the proper limit !R ! 0 for

the free partile).

Hene, we onlude that for the osillator (or any motion

ontaining an extended spetrum) the e�ets of dropping

SR are muh more pronouned than for the free motion,

sine they lead to an arti�ial �nite deay rate. We have

also observed that this e�et an already be understood

within the framework of the Golden Rule approximation,

whereas that approximation is inapable of desribing the

more subtle �power-law deay� found for the free partile.

VII. QUALITATIVE DISCUSSION OF OTHER

MODELS: NONLINEAR COUPLING AND PAULI

PRINCIPLE

It ould be argued that our disussion of the damped

osillator has only demonstrated the importane of SR in

preventing an arti�ial deay of the ground state and has

little to do with dephasing. Indeed, if one wants to disuss

dephasing, one should rather onsider the deay of a o-

herent superposition of the ground state and some exited

state. This is relevant both for arbitrary nonequilibrium

situations as well as for the alulation of the system's lin-

ear response, where the perturbation reates a superposi-

tion of exited states and the ground state. In the example

of the damped harmoni osillator, full relaxation into the

ground state will always take plae (at T = 0), for any suh

exited state. This holds regardless of the bath spetrum,

provided the latter does not vanish around the resonane

frequeny of the osillator. For weak oupling, the deay

of the density matrix (and, therefore, the linear response)

may be desribed onveniently using a simple master equa-

tion approah. What is more, even if one neglets SR in

a path-integral alulation, the predited deay rates will

be orret, exepting only that for the ground state, whih

we have disussed above. The reason for this, however,

is a speialty of the linearly damped harmoni osillator.

Sine the bath ouples to the oordinate operator, whose

matrix elements only onnet adjaent osillator levels, the

relevant �system orrelator� (in Eq. (10)) turns out to be

symmetri for any state but the lowest one. Therefore, the

deay rate will depend only on the symmetri part of the

bath orrelator as well, see Eq. (17). Hene, for all the

exited states, the evaluation of the total deay rate is not

a�eted by dropping SR . This point has already been dis-

ussed in onnetion with the model of two osillating wave

pakets, at the end of setion II.

Sine we are interested in demonstrating the importane

of SR for the dephasing of a superposition of low-lying lev-

els, the natural hoie is to onsider a bath with an exi-

tation gap larger than the resonane frequeny of the os-

illator (see Fig. 2). In that ase, we expet the lowest

levels to remain oherent in the orret desription. Un-

fortunately, in the model of the linearly damped osillator

disussed above, we would not obtain any �nite deay rate,

regardless of whether SR is kept or not. This is beause

the orresponding lassial noise fore is out of resonane

and annot heat the osillator.

Therefore, in order to analyze a situation where the

importane of retaining SR is displayed even for exited

states, we have to go beyond exatly solvable linear mod-

els. As a onsequene, the following disussion is nees-

sarily inomplete insofar as we annot give exat proofs of

the statements to be made below. These statements will

be based on the experiene aquired in the simpler mod-

els disussed above. We will also make use of some Golden

Rule type arguments, noting that the Golden Rule has been

su�ient to understand the behaviour of the damped osil-

lator in a qualitatively orret way. In any ase, we believe

it is useful to ontrast the results obtained by dropping SR

with the �ommonly aepted� piture.

Let us, therefore, onsider the following model: We re-

tain the harmoni osillator, but hange the oupling be-

tween system and bath from V̂ = � q̂̂F to V̂ = � f(̂q)̂F ,

with a nonlinear funtion f. This is alled state-dependent

frition

22

. In that ase, the transition matrix elements of

the system operator f(̂q)will, in general, be nonzero be-

tween any two states, whih is the important di�erene

to the linear ase. If we introdue a bath spetrum with

a gap larger than n!0, then, for su�iently weak oupling

and aording to a simple Golden Rule alulation, the �rst

n exited states will not deay at zero temperature. Any

oherent superposition of these states will therefore remain

oherent. The full, non-perturbative piture will be slightly

more ompliated, but the essential point should remain

the same: The �rst exited states will aquire an admix-

ture of other levels and beome entangled with the states

of the bath. They will experiene some frequeny shifts

and the transition matrix elements will be renormalized.

Of ourse, the new eigenstates of the oupled system will
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Figure 2: The models desribed in the text. Left : A bath

with a gap would lead to the upward transitions indiated by

grey arrows if (and only if) SR were negleted. Right : A sea of

fermions may blok downward transitions (dashed) even though

they are possible in the single-partile piture.

remain in a oherent superposition forever (by de�nition).

The n+ 1 lowest ones still have a disrete spetrum and are

in diret orrespondene to the initial unperturbed states.

When swithing on the interation at t= 0, a partial deay

will result. Physially, this orresponds to the relaxation

of the initial state into the selfonsistent oupled state of

system and bath (see Ref. 19 for a disussion of these issues

in the ase of the free partile). However, the initial deay

will saturate in time on a short time-sale. During this

transient adjustment, the redued system density matrix

beomes mixed to a small extent (if the oupling is weak),

but no non-saturated long-term deay (indiated by a �-

nite deay rate) results. In any ase, the transient deay is

an artefat of the proedure of suddenly swithing on the

interation. A full alulation of, for example, the linear re-

sponse properties of the dissipative system would start out

with the selfonsistent ground state of the fully interating

system (as was done in Ref. 23 for the free partile).

In ontrast, dropping SR would lead to a ompletely dif-

ferent piture, sine then SI would orrespond to a lassial

noise fore. Starting from any of the �rst n exited states,

the �utuating �eld would always be able to indue transi-

tions up in energy, thus leading to a �nite deay rate. The

role of SR in the orret desription of a quantum noise

fore is preisely to anel these upward transitions, as has

been demonstrated in the ase of the linearly damped os-

illator. Due to this �nite deay rate, any initially oherent

superposition would get destroyed, leading to omplete de-

phasing. No saturation of the deay ould be observed, in

spite of the gap in the bath spetrum.

It is this behaviour that is desribed qualitatively or-

retly by evaluating SI along semilassial paths of the

osillator. The expression for SI, Eq. (5), is now to be

hanged simply by replaing q by f(q). While an (un-

perturbed) osillator path of the form q(�) / cos(!0t)

only ontains frequenies � !0 whih annot ouple to the

gapped bath, the funtion f(q(�))will, in general, ontain

all higher harmonis as well. This diretly orresponds to

the harater of the symmetrized system spetrum, i.e. the

Fourier transform of hff(̂q(�));f(̂q(0))gi. These frequen-

ies ontained in the system motion then will ouple to the

bath spetrum, leading to an unbounded growth of SI with

time.

Similarly, if we were to use a bath without a gap, but

where the spetrum falls o� fast towards low frequen-

ies, then the orret desription would also yield deay

rates that quikly beome smaller when going towards the

ground state, while they would saturate at a �nite, om-

paratively large level if SR were dropped.

The present work has been motivated in part by

the ongoing ontroversial debate on low-temperature

dephasing in an interating disordered fermion

system

6,7,8,10,11,12,13,24

, whih has led to a revival of in-

terest for the general question of dephasing in mesosopi

systems

17,25,26,27,28,29

. Sine the usual Feynman-Vernon

in�uene funtional deals only with a single-partile

situation, it annot be applied diretly to this problem.

However, the authors of Refs. 6,7,8 have sueeded in

deriving an extension of the usual in�uene funtional to

the many-fermion situation, using an exat proedure. In

their result, the Fermi distribution (and, therefore, the

Pauli priniple) only enters SR , while SI is una�eted

(Eqs. (54) and (55) of Ref. 6). Therefore, the dephasing

rate, as read o� from SI, is found to equal the rate

whih would also be obtained in a purely single-partile

alulation. Although we do not analyze the full problem

of weak-loalization here, we will use the insights gained

above in order to explain why, in our opinion, the as-

sumption that the dephasing rate an be derived from SI
alone must be proven instead of being taken for granted.

This holds even when SR vanishes on the relevant pairs

of lassial time-reversed trajetories, sine, in general,

the integration over the �utuations away from these

trajetories will be essential for obtaining a anellation

between the e�ets of SR and SI (see se. IV), in addition

to properly taking into aount the initial density matrix.

Furthermore, we note that in these alulations the

detailed form of the bath spetrum at low frequenies

turns out to be unimportant for the essential result of a

�nite zero-temperature dephasing rate. This is in marked

ontrast to the ase of the free partile (where the Ohmi

bath plays a speial role

23

; see also Refs. 28,29), but

similar to what is observed for the damped harmoni

osillator when SR is negleted. It is for this reason that

we have hosen a bath with an exitation gap in order to

demonstrate the importane of SR , sine there the e�ets

ome out most learly, although they are also present for

other bath spetra (ompare the disussion above).

The model situation of the damped osillator desribed

above already ontains one key ingredient related to the de-

sription of dephasing for an eletron moving inside a dis-

ordered metal, namely an extended system spetrum: Due

to the impurity sattering, the system spetrum (e.g., of

the veloity operator) ontains frequenies up to (at least)

the elasti sattering rate, whih may ouple to the zero-

point �utuations ontained in the bath spetrum. This

is in ontrast to the free partile, whih an only ouple

to the low-frequeny bath modes (see the disussion at the

end of setion VI). As before, the importane of SR will be

visible most easily for a bath ontaining an exitation gap.

For suh a bath, the free motion (without impurity sat-

tering) will not show any nontransient deay, regardless of

whether SR is taken into aount or not. In ontrast, the
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model to be disussed below, whih is more similar to the

situation in the disordered metal, will show a �nite deay

rate of low-lying levels if and only if SR is negleted.

Apart from the extended system spetrum, we have

to take into aount another important feature of the

alulations

3,6,7,8,12

onerning eletrons in a disordered

metal: the use of the semilassial analysis. For linear sys-

tems the semilassial result for the path-integral is exat,

suh that it an even be used near the ground state of the

system, as we have done it here. However, in suh a ase,

the size of the �utuations around the path is omparable

to the amplitude of the path itself, whih is not the situ-

ation in whih semilassis is usually appliable. In order

to gain intuition for a typial semilassial situation, we

ould reonsider the example with the nonlinear oupling

to a gapped bath given above: Imagine an initial superposi-

tion of fast wavepakets, whose wavelength is muh smaller

than the paket size but whose exitation energies are still

below the bath threshold. They would show a �nite deay

or dephasing rate (for the reasons given above), if only SI

were used for the analysis, but not in the full alulation.

Still, for this senario one might argue that it has been

lear from the outset that the semilassial analysis an-

not be trusted, sine those high-frequeny omponents in

the system spetrum that are responsible for the deay are

neessarily larger than the energeti distane to the ground

state.

It is only in a system of degenerate fermions that the

following two onditions an be ful�lled all at one: On

the one hand, the semilassial analysis of a single (non-

interating) eletron moving at the Fermi level is valid for

an external potential whih is su�iently slowly varying,

suh that the system spetrum (onerning the motion of

the single eletron) only ontains frequenies muh smaller

than the Fermi energy. On the other hand, the whole

many-partile system may be near (or in) its ground state.

While the �rst feature would lead one to believe that

SR may be omitted, we have learned from the examples

disussed before that this is likely to be inorret when-

ever the seond ondition holds as well. We stress one

again that the two onditions are mutually exlusive in a

single-partile problem, whih is the reason why suh on-

siderations have not played any role in in�uene-funtional

alulations up to now.

In order to render the disussion onrete, we an one

again make use of the example with a nonlinear oupling

f(̂q)given above, provided we suppose the N lowest osilla-

tor states to be �lled up with fermions initially (see Fig. 2).

For a relatively smooth funtion f, the matrix elements of

f(̂q)only onnet states within a range muh smaller than

�F = N !0, whih, in our example, should still be larger

than the gap n!0 of the bath. Dephasing of a single parti-

le near �F an then ertainly be desribed fully within the

semilassial analysis, and, to a good approximation, us-

ing SI alone, as has been disussed above. The same holds

for the many-partile system, if one expliitly onsiders a

lassial noise fore, where SR is absent. In that ase, the

many-partile problem an really be treated as a olletion

of independent single-partile problems, as is the ase for

any external time-dependent potential. Only in the end

an average of the full Slater determinant over all possible

realizations of the external noise has to be arried out.

If the dephasing rate is alulated solely from SI, it turns

out to be �nite

6,7,8

and not to depend at all on the distane

to the Fermi surfae. This is onsistent with the fat that

the the value of �F does not even appear in the single-

partile alulation. On the other hand, for a quantum

bath SR does not vanish and should be inluded in the

in�uene ation. It is true that for the ase of a highly

exited single partile the dephasing rate omes out or-

ret, regardless of whether SR is kept or not, as we have

disussed before. However, we have also pointed out that

there is an important physial di�erene between the two

alulations. Sine in the orret approah (inluding SR ),

the transitions indued by the bath are purely downwards

in energy (aompanied by spontaneous emission into the

bath), it is reasonable to expet that, in the many-partile

problem, they will be bloked by the Pauli priniple. In

any ase, this is what is found using the Golden Rule.

Judging from these arguments, the ontribution to SI from

the nonzero overlap of the (symmetrized) system spetrum

with the high frequenies of the bath spetrum does not

imply dephasing and deay, but rather a renormalization,

similar to that obtained for an eletron interating with

optial phonon modes (a gapped bath), leading to the for-

mation of a polaron. The formation of the polaron will be

visible as an initial transient deay of the single-eletron

density matrix (for the arti�ial ase of fatorized initial

onditions), whih saturates on a short time-sale. There-

fore, to lowest order, for a bath with a gap no �nite re-

laxation rate of the lowest-lying single-partile exitations

above the Fermi sea is expeted, just as for the lower levels

of the harmoni osillator in the single-partile model with

nonlinear oupling to a gapped bath.

We have to qualify this statement by taking into aount

the fat that the oupling between eletrons and bath al-

ways also indues an e�etive interation between the ele-

trons. In this way, a given eletron beomes oupled indi-

retly to the bath of other eletrons, suh that sattering

proesses will, indeed, lead to a �nite deay rate even for

those low-lying exited levels. This preludes any rigorous

proof demonstrating the omplete absene of deay and

dephasing for low-lying levels even in suh a rather simple

situation, in spite of the assumption of an exitation gap

in the bath spetrum. However, the onsequenes of the

e�etive interation an be distinguished easily from the

�nite dephasing rate that would be predited by looking at

SI alone. If the oupling to the bath is of strength g, then

the latter rate would go as g2. In ontrast, the e�etive

interation (obtained after integrating out the bath) will

itself be of strength g2, suh that the resulting relaxation

rate (due to oupling of an eletron to the density �utu-

ations of other eletrons) will be of fourth order in g. In

addition, of ourse, the rate will depend strongly on the

distane to the Fermi surfae, vanishing when the Fermi

energy is approahed.
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VIII. CONCLUSIONS

We have tried to demonstrate that the real part SR of

the Feynman-Vernon in�uene ation annot be negleted

in an analysis of dephasing and deay near the ground state

of a system, in spite of the fat that, in the simplest sit-

uations (involving highly exited states and the semilas-

sial analysis), it is only the imaginary part SI whih en-

ters the dephasing rate. To this end, we have disussed

how SR and SI may anel eah other's e�ets not only

in lowest-order perturbation theory but also to all orders,

by examining exatly solvable linear quantum dissipative

systems. In general, the anellation is only found after

proper integration over the �utuations away from semi-

lassial trajetories, taking into aount the ation of the

unperturbed system and its initial density matrix. Further-

more, we have pointed out an essential di�erene between

the damped osillator and the free partile with respet to

this issue. We have argued that the insight obtained in the

ase of the damped osillator is also appliable to nonlin-

ear systems and important for disussions of dephasing in

systems of disordered degenerate fermions.

In summary, it may be possible to disuss dephasing and

deay without onsidering SR either if the noise is nearly

lassial (external nonequilibrium radiation or bath in the

high-temperature limit) or if the system itself is in a highly

exited state. Otherwise, dephasing rates obtained solely

from SI are bound to ome out �nite at zero temperature

in most ases, even when a simpler Golden Rule alula-

tion gives vanishing results. Judging from the examples

disussed above, this is probably not beause suh a non-

perturbative proedure goes beyond the Golden Rule ap-

proximation, but beause it neglets some physis already

ontained even within this approximation.

Still, although the primary message of this paper is that

speial are has to be taken in extrating dephasing rates

from alulations using the in�uene funtional, we empha-

size at the same time that there is no general proof showing

the impossibility of zero-temperature dephasing near the

ground state. There annot be suh a proof, sine there

is evidently at least one ounter-example (the Caldeira-

Leggett model of quantum Brownian motion and similar

models

18,28,29

), and, furthermore, there is no generally ap-

pliable de�nition of �dephasing� that is useful under all

oneivable irumstanes.
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Appendix A: SOME QUANTITIES FOR THE

DAMPED OSCILLATOR

In this appendix, we list, for purposes of referene, the

quantities relevant to our disussion of the time-evolution

of the quantum damped harmoni osillator. These an

also be found in Ref. 18 (in a slightly di�erent notation).

The quantity C00 arises in evaluating SI along a pair

of semilassial paths, by inserting the solution r(� )of Eq.

(22) for the boundary onditions given by rt;r0 and de-

termining the oe�ient of r20 in the result (see Eq. (25)).

Neessarily, C00 ontains only the symmetri part of the

bath orrelator, sine SI depends only on that:

C00 =
1

4
(sin(~!t))

�2

Z t

0

dt1

Z t

0

dt2 exp

�


2
(t1 + t2)

�

� sin(~!(t� t1))

D

fF̂(t1);F̂ (t2)g

E

sin(~!(t� t2)):(A1)

Here ~! �
p
!2
0
� (=2)2 is the renormalized frequeny

of the (underdamped,  < 2!0) osillator.

The other quantities needed for alulating



q̂2(t)

�
arise

from the evaluation of ReScl (Eq. (24)). In ontrast to

C00, whih has to be evaluated numerially, they an be

given in losed form:

L00 = m (=2+ ~! cot(~!t)) (A2)

Lt0 = �
m ~!et=2

sin(~!t)
(A3)

The exponential inrease of Lt0 anels that of C00 when

alulating the width in Eq. (29). However, if the damping

rate  is set to zero, C00 still grows beyond all bounds while

Lt0 remains bounded.

Appendix B: DENSITY MATRIX PROPAGATOR

FROM THE WIGNER DENSITY EVOLUTION

Using the lassial Langevin equation (30), the kernel J

whih relates the redued density matrix of a linear damped

system at time t to that at time 0 an be found in a way

whih is physially more transparent than the orrespond-

ing derivation using path-integrals (see Eqs. (1), (2), (18),

(24) and (25)). One �rst solves for the time-evolution of

the lassial phase spae density (i.e. the Wigner density)

under the ation of frition and the Gaussian random fore

F (� ). Starting from a � peak loated in phase spae, the

phase spae density evolves into a two-dimensional Gaus-

sian distribution, whose ovarianes are related to the or-

relator of the fore. This gives the propagator JW of the

Wigner density, whih only needs to be Fourier transformed

with respet to the momenta in order to obtain the den-

sity matrix propagator J, expressed via enter-of-mass and

di�erene oordinates R and r:

J(R t;rtjR 0;r0;t)=
Z

dptdp0 e
i(ptrt�p 0r0)J

W
(R t;ptjR 0;p0;t): (B1)
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Here we show how the propagator J for the density ma-

trix of a free damped partile subjet to the Ohmi bath

may be obtained in this way. Everything works the same

for the damped osillator, only the resulting expressions

are slightly more lengthy.

The propagator JW (R t;ptjR 0;p0;t) of the Wigner den-

sity is found by solving the lassial equations of motion

for R and p for a given initial ondition (R 0;p0), taking

into aount frition and the ation of the fore F :

dp

dt
= � p+ F (t) (B2)

dR

dt
=

p

m
(B3)

This yields the solutions

pt = p0e
�t

+ �p (B4)

R t = R 0 +
p0

�
(1� e

�t
)+ �R ; (B5)

where �p and �R are given as integrals over the fore F (� ):

�p =

Z t

0

dse
�(t�s)

F (s) (B6)

�R =
1

�

Z t

0

ds(1� e
�(t�s)

)F (s): (B7)

Sine F (� ) is a Gaussian random proess, �p and �R are

Gaussian random variables as well. Therefore, the phase

spae density evolving out of �(R � R0)�(p� p0) is a two-

dimensional Gaussian distribution in phase spae (R;p):

J
W
(R t;ptjR 0;p0;t)=



�(Rt� �R t� �R )�(pt� �pt� �p)

�
:

(B8)

The average values �pt and �R t may be read o� from eqs.

(B4) and (B5). JW has to be Fourier transformed with

respet to pt and p0 in order to arrive at the density matrix

propagator J(R t;rtjR 0;r0;t) (see Eq. (B1)). In order to

do this, we express JW as a Gaussian density in terms of

pt;p0, for �xed R t;R 0:

J
W / exp

�

�
1

2
�P

t
K

�1
�P

�

; (B9)

with

�P =

�
pt� �pt
p0 � �p0

�

(B10)

and the ovariane matrix

K =

� 

�p2t

�
h�pt�p0i

h�pt�p0i


�p20

�

�

: (B11)

Making use of (B4) and (B5), the average values and the

deviations of pt and p0 are found to be given by:

�pt = �(Rt� R0) (B12)

�p0 = e
t
�(Rt� R0) (B13)

�pt = �p � ��R (B14)

�p0 = � e
t
��R (B15)

� �
�

et � 1
(B16)

�p0 and �pt are the momenta at time t and 0 whih the

partile must have if it is to go from R 0 to R t in time t,

provided no �utuating fore ats. �pt and �p0 are the de-

viations from these values needed to ompensate the e�ets

of F (� ).

Quadrati ompletion in the exponent immediately

yields the result of the Fourier integration over pt and p0,

whih is the desired density matrix propagator J:

J(R t;rtjR 0;r0;t)/

exp

�

i(R t� R0)�(rt� e
t
r0)�

1

2

D

(rt�pt� r0�p0)
2
E�

:(B17)

This reprodues the result given in Ref. 18 (or Ref. 7,

App. E). The prefator an be determined from the nor-

malization ondition, Eq. (20), and only depends on the

time t. The term in angular brakets still has to be aver-

aged over the fore F (� ). The resulting real part of the ex-

ponent equals � SI evaluated along the semilassial paths

(ompare the general struture given in Eq. (25)). In terms

of F (� ), �pt and �p0 read expliitly:

�pt =

Z t

0

ds
es � 1

et � 1
F (s) (B18)

�p0 =

Z t

0

ds
es � et

et � 1
F (s): (B19)

Note that

�pt� �p0 =

Z t

0

dsF (s): (B20)

The averages



�p2t

�
,



�p20

�
and h�pt�p0i to be evaluated

in Eq. (B17) ontain time-integrals over the fore orrela-

tor hF (s1)F (s2)i. At zero temperature, these integrals lead

to terms growing logarithmially in time, whih are har-

ateristi for the free partile oupled to an Ohmi bath

(ompare the disussion in the main text, se. VI).
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